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Abstract 

The curriculum of secretarial studies fall short of a topic in word 
processing that give the students of secretarial studies the appropriate 
knowledge and skills in creating diagrams in Microsoft word 
document.  An informal survey reveals that nowadays office documents 
are increasingly containing diagrams of various sorts; and the office 
secretary remains handicap in skills to create diagrams using the 
Microsoft word.  This paper presents a logical approach on the creation 
of diagrams with the aim that Teachers, Students, and office secretaries 
would use the knowledge and skills create and design any form of 
diagram in Microsoft word. It is one of the recommendations in this 
paper that completion in drawings using the Microsoft drawing tools, 
should be encouraged among students. 

 
Introduction 

Office secretaries often find themselves having to do many diagrams 
while preparing various office documents.  The thought of having the type of 
software to acquire for this purpose is of disturbing concern to the secretary. 
Often delays in the preparation of office documents are a result of the secretary’s 
running ups and down in search of the appropriate and the right software to use 
for the diagramming purposes.  Most secretaries are not of the knowledge that 
Microsoft Word has many diagramming features appropriate of most office 
work. Microsoft Word has many diagramming features, which include the ability 
to create Cycle, Radial, Pyramid, Venn, and Target diagrams as well as the more 
standard flow and organizational charts that can quickly be used in creating the 
diagrams needed for most office project.  

The fact that many office secretaries are not aware of Word's 
diagramming features is an indication that most of the folks who use Word only 
take advantage of a small fraction of all the features that are packed into Word 
and that Visio, while it is the most recognizable, there is need to explore many of 
such diagramming features that are at the disposal of the secretary as contained in 
the Microsoft word package.  This paper introduces to students and office 
secretary the Word’s basic diagramming features and explains how to use them 
to create great diagrams. Along the way, appropriate examples are created to 
reinforce an understanding of the application. 
  
Explore the Autoshapes Features 

Word has a set of tools named AutoShapes. They can be accessed from 
the Drawing toolbar by clicking View on the menu bar, selecting Toolbars, then 
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choosing Drawing. The toolbar should lock itself into the bottom of the Word 
screen. Next, click the AutoShapes button on the Drawing toolbar, then click 
Basic Shapes. Click once on the cube shape, move the mouse to the Word screen 
(do not hold the mouse button down, please), and click, and the shape will be 
visible on the Word screen.  These shapes can be resized and filled with colors. 
One extra benefit of using the Auto shapes is that user can click on them after 
they are in the Word screen and just start typing, and the text will plant itself into 
the center of the shape. This might be a useful feature for math diagrams.  

To make a more complex drawing, user could insert a Drawing Canvas, 
which is like a real canvas, in that anything, that user insert into the Drawing 
Canvas is grouped as one drawing. To create a Canvas, click Insert on the menu 
bar, choose Picture, then select New Drawing. Anything that user place within 
the rectangle becomes one drawing once user click outside of the canvas. To edit 
the canvas once it is drawn, click once, and each object can still be edited 
individually.  The advantage of using a Canvas is that user can more easily move 
the entire drawing, with all of its individuals diagrams enclosed within it, as a 
whole unit. 

User can even copy the Canvas once all of the objects are inside the 
Canvas and choose Edit, Paste Special, and turn the drawing into a GIF or JPG 
drawing that could be copied and pasted into email and other programs. That 
might be useful. If user wish to draw each shape themself, the AutpShapes 
toolbar has a set of drawing tools under the Lines option. Some are for angled 
lines, and there is one for freehand drawing. User would click on the tool once, 
and then hold the mouse down on the Word screen to start drawing. 

There are two basic types of graphics that user can use to enhance use of 
Microsoft Word documents: drawing objects and pictures. Drawing objects 
include AutoShapes, diagrams, curves, lines, and WordArt drawing objects. 
These objects are part of the Word document. Use the Drawing toolbar to change 
and enhance these objects with colors, patterns, borders, and other effects. 

 
 
Pictures are graphics that were created from another file. They include 

bitmaps, scanned pictures and photographs, and clip art. User can change and 
enhance pictures by using the options on the Picture toolbar and a limited number 
of options on the Drawing toolbar. In some cases, user must ungroup and convert 
a picture to a drawing object before user can use the Drawing toolbar options. 
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When user inserts a drawing object in Word, a drawing canvas is placed 

around it. The drawing canvas helps user arrange a drawing in a document. 
 

 
 
When user inserts a picture, the drawing canvas is not automatically 

placed around it; however, user can add a picture to a drawing canvas. The 
drawing canvas helps user keep parts of the drawing together, which is especially 
helpful if the drawing consists of several shapes. The drawing canvas also 
provides a frame-like boundary between the drawing and the rest of the 
document.  

By default, the drawing canvas has no border or background, but user 
can apply formatting to the drawing canvas as user would any drawing object. By 
default, Word places a drawing canvas in the document when user insert a 
drawing object (except WordArt). The canvas is automatically positioned to be 
inline with the text of the document. 

Flowcharts (or flow diagrams) can be created using a combination of 
AutoShapes on the Drawing toolbar, including flowchart shapes and connectors. 
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Prerequisites  
The diagramming features explained in this paper are only available in 

Word XP and Word 2003. It should be remembered that the other applications in 
both the Office XP and Office 2003 suites also provide the same diagramming 
features. However, since Word is probably the most commonly used application, 
and in this case, the more appropriate application, Microsoft word is used to 
demonstrate the diagramming features. More specifically, Word 2003 is used for 
the examples and screen shots.  
 
Getting Started  

To get started, launch Word and create a new document. Then, pull down 
the Insert menu and select the Diagram command. When user do so, user'll see 
the Diagram Gallery dialog box, as shown in Figure A.  

 
Figure A: 

 
The Diagram Gallery displays the six basic diagrams that user can create with 
Word's diagramming feature. 
  
Table A: The Diagram Gallery contains six diagram types  

As user can see, the Diagram Gallery contains six diagram types.  
Each of these diagram types is described in Table A. 

Diagram Type  Description  
Organizational Chart  Use this to illustrate hierarchical relationships  
Cycle Diagram  Use this to illustrate a process with a 

continuous cycle  
Radial Diagram  Use this to illustrate relationships of a core 

element  
Pyramid Diagram  Use this to illustrate foundation-based 

relationships  
Venn Diagram  Use this to illustrate areas of overlap between 

elements  
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The Diagram Work Area   
Once user select a diagram type, a template will appear in the document, 

as shown in Figure B, which is ready for user to begin customizing to the 
specific needs. However, before starting to create a diagram, it is recommended 
to take a few moments to look around the work area. 
 
Figure B 

 
Once user insert a diagram into the document, user'll see the work area and the 
Diagram toolbar.  
 

Looking at the diagram itself, user will see that it has a border around it 
that defines the work area. This border will disappear once user select anything 
outside the work and it will not print. User will notice that there are eight sizing 
handles, represented by circles, around the border that user can use, via a click 
and drag operation, to resize the entire diagram. The Diagram toolbar, which 
only appears when the work area is selected, provides user with a host of 
configuration and design tools. As user can see in Figure B, the first item on the 
toolbar is the Insert Shape button, which when clicked automatically places an 
appropriate element type to the diagram. For example, if user is creating a Radial 
diagram, the Insert Shape button will add an additional circle to the diagram. 
(While I'm on the topic, to delete a shape, simply select the element and press 
[Delete].)  

The next two buttons on the toolbar, Move Shape Backward and Move 
Shape Forward, allows user to move individual elements around within the 
diagram. For example, if user is creating a Pyramid diagram, user can use these 
buttons to move individual elements up and down the pyramid.  

The Reverse Diagram button allows user to reorient the entire diagram at 
once. For example, if user is creating a Cycle diagram, in which the arrows point 
to the right by default, clicking the Reverse Diagram button will reorient the 
diagram so that the arrows point to the left.  
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Next is the Lausert drop-down menu 
Next is the Lausert drop-down menu, as shown in Figure C.  

The Fit Diagram to Contents command automatically tightens the border 
around the diagram without resizing the diagram itself while the Expand 
Diagram command automatically add space, at preset intervals, between the 
border and the diagram without resizing the diagram. The Resize Diagram 
command adds resizing handles to the border that allow user to manually change 
the border spacing, via a click and drag operation, without resizing the diagram.  

The fourth command on the Lausert menu is actually a toggle switch 
labeled AutoLausert, which is a setting that must be enabled in order to use the 
Insert Shape, AutoFormat and Change To features. However, if the AutoLausert 
setting is disabled when user select any of these three features, a dialog box will 
prompt user to enable it.  

 
Figure C:  The Lausert drop-down menu allows user to alter the spacing 
between the diagram and the border 

 
When user click the AutoFormat button, user will see the Diagram Style 

Gallery dialog box, as shown in Figure D, and can select from a variety of 
theme-like styles. Typically, user will use feature once user have completed the 
diagram and want to spice it up.  
 
Figure D 

 
Word provides a variety of theme-like styles that user can use to change the 
appearance of the diagram.  
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The Change To drop-down menu allows user to reformat a diagram 
using one of four other diagram types—Organization Chart is not included. For 
example, if use have created a Radial diagram and then want to see how it would 
look as a Target diagram, user will just click the Change To drop-down menu, as 
shown in Figure E, and select Target. When user do, the diagram, along with all 
its text, is instantly converted.  

 
Figure E: Using the selections on the Change To drop-down menu allows user to 
easily experiment with the various diagrams. 

 
Creating a Diagram  

Now that user have a good idea of how to use Word's diagramming 
features, let's take a look at the process of creating an example diagram. As I 
work through this example, I’ll describe a set of techniques that user can use in 
Word as user go about creating the own diagrams.  
Suppose that user have been asked to create a document detailing all the brands 
associated with the parent company. In order to instantly convey the number of 
brands associated with the parent company user decide to use a Radial diagram. 
For the sake of a real world example, the CNET Networks in the Microsoft word, 
is used here to create a Radial diagram that shows the company's 18 brands.  
 To begin, launch Word and open a new document. In order to get the most 

out of the available document space when user create such a large diagram, 
user need to first prepare the page. To do so, pull down the File menu and 
select the Page Setup command. On the Margins tab of the Page Setup dialog 
box, select the Landscape orientation, set the Top, Bottom, Left, and Right 
Margins to 0.25 and click OK  

When user return to the document,  
 click the Center alignment button on the toolbar. Now, access the Diagram 

Gallery dialog box as described earlier, select the Radial diagram type, and 
click OK.  

By default, the Radial diagram template displays a central element surrounded by 
three nodes. Since user need to have a total of 18 nodes, user will need to click 
the Insert Shape button 15 times. As user do, user will notice that Word 
automatically scales the size of the diagram work area to fit the page. In order to 
better work with the diagram as a whole at this stage in the process, 
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 click the Zoom box on the Standard toolbar and set the factor to 40%. Now, 
use the sizing handles to resize the diagram to fit the entire page, as shown in  

 
Figure F. 

 
By zooming in, user'll be able see the entire image as user resize and format 
diagram.  

Then next thing that user will want to do while user have the diagram in 
this configuration is set the font and font size in each of the nodes. To do so, hold 
down [Shift] as user successively click each node. Then, set the font and font size 
on the Formatting toolbar. In this particular diagram, user use Arial Narrow and 
12 pt. User can then Zoom back out to 100% and begin entering text in the nodes.  

As user begin entering text, user can alter positioning and size as user see 
fit. In the case of my example, there were so many nodes and some of the names 
were quite long, so I went to the Diagram Style Gallery and selected the Square 
Shadows style, which provides a bit more room for text. I then centered the text 
in each of the squares. The end result is a very nice diagram that clearly 
illustrates the number of brands in the CNET stable, as shown in Figure G. 

 
Figure G 
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By switching to the Square Shadows style and tweaking the text lausert a bit, I've 
created a very nice looking diagram.  
 
Conclusion  

This paper was able to present a systematic sequence for creating 
diagram using the Microsoft word.  Students and teachers should utilize the 
features of Microsoft word to fulfill their drawing needs.  The diagrams to be 
created depend so much on the initiatives and manipulation of the various tools 
contained in the drawing package of the software. The next time user need to 
create a basic diagram, remember that Word XP and Microsoft word provide 
excellent diagramming features. Keep in mind that it may take a little bit of time 
to get used to creating diagrams in Word, but it is actually very easy once user 
get a handle on the process.  
 
Recommendations 
1. Teachers should encourage students to explore the drawing features of 

Microsoft word by giving them series of drawing tasks with different shapes 
and styles. 

2. Teachers should ask students to cut some drawings from Newspapers and 
Magazines and try to learn the same drawings using the Microsoft word 
drawing tools. 

3. Teachers should encourage challenges and competition in the word 
processing class for the best drawings, using the Microsoft.  The best 
drawings should be rewarded and serve as a model in the classroom. 

4. students should be encouraged to use their initiatives to produce unique 
design of drawings by manipulating the various drawing tools. 
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